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SYNTHESE:

L'ajustement des données neutroniques de l'équation de diffusion peut
permettre de réduire les différences calculs-mesures constatées dans certains cas
pratiques. Le réflecteur étant toujours un milieu difficile à prendre en compte, nous
proposons un modèle de réflecteur qui soit cohérent avec la résolution de l'équation de
diffusion sur le cœur réactif et qui soit numériquement moins coûteux.

La modélisation proposée, qui repose autant sur des résultats mathématiques
que sur des observations du comportement physique des flux neutroniques solutions
des équations, consiste en des conditions aux limites non locales simplifiées par une
représentation multi-échelles des phénomènes géométriques. Les paramètres physiques
qui apparaissent sont alors à identifier à partir des mesures.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Physical parameters of neutronic diffusion equations can be adjusted to
decrease calculations-measurements errors. The reflector being always difficult to
modelize, we choose to elaborate a new reflector model and to use the parameters of
this model as adjustment coefficients in the identification procedure. Using theoretical
results, and also the physical behaviour of neutronic flux solutions, the reflector model
consists then in its replacement by boundary conditions for the diffusion equations on
the core only.

This theoretical result of non-local operator relations leads then to some
discrete approximations by taking into account the multiscaled behaviour, on the
core-reflector interface, of neutronic diffusion solutions. The resulting model of this
approach is then compared with previous reflector modelizations, and first results
indicate mat this new model gives the same representation of reflector for the core than
previous.
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INTRODUCTION

The nentronic density description in a nuclear pressurised water reactor (PWR)
can be done by nentronic multigroup diffusion equations. To describe the core domain
(geometrically and physically), these equations are using some physical quantities that are
expected to give a good description of the real behaviour of the neutrons. But numerical
solutions on real cores often present some differences with measurements, differences
mat can EDt be reduced to numerical errors. This remark leads to the question of the value
of these physical parameters, and in fact some of them seem to be interesting to adjust to
match measurements. Then a first answer to describe more accurately die real cores can
be the adjustment of the physical parameters of diffusion equations directly in relation
with measurements-calculations differences.

On an other way, despite the great amount of experience and calculations, some
parts of the imrfcyr domain aie always difficult to modefizs. That is in particular the case
of the reflector around me reactive core, which is not detailed as the core, partly because
there is no fission in i t But we will show mat the reflector area behaves as boundary
conditions for the diffusion equations on the core, fis treatment as a real physical domain



greatly increases then the numerical size of the problem, and often leads to unsuited
parametrizations or interface problems.

These two remarks indicate an interesting way to consider calculations-
measurements adjustment problem. More precisely, the parameters' identification
questions will be considered together with the reflector modelization, and this second
problem will become the main one because the chosen parameters for adjustment will be
die one of the reflector only. For that, we try to investigate in this paper some reflector
modelizations that wUl be coherent with reactive core measurements and will use some
interesting properties of diffusion equations. Indeed, the study of reflector diffusion
equations gives some informations on the treatment of the reflector as boundary
conditions, and allows to find the correct diffusion description of the outer-core area.

Ih mis paper, we will briefly introduce some previous works on the core-reflector
interfacing (Section 1), and men describe our approach to represent the reflector effects
on the core. For that, the theoretical point of view (Section 2) and the numerical
associated models (Section 3) will be detailed. Elements of discussions on these ideas and
their uses will appear in all the paper. Finally, we will give some results with this method
on real cases.

1-THE REFLECTOR REPRESENTATION

A lot of work have been done on treatment of interface between core and reflector,
and on reflector modelization. Three main ideas can be distinguished and will be briefly
introduced. We will men describe the way we choose to consider the diffusion problem
and the reflector representation.

The reflector as a diffusion area

The first general TOy to describe outer-core areas is to use a domain treated with
the same diffusion equations as in the core (except there is no fission reactions in the
reflector). This classical treatment is interesting because mere is no formal difference
between description of core and the one of reflector. The problem is mat we need some
physical parameters to describe the outer-core domain by diffusion equations, and mis
leads to a non-trivial homogenization problem. Moreover, for numerical efficiency, the
real geometry of vessels is not respected, and the reflector is represented by fictitious
assemblies with homogenized diffusion parameters. The construction of some set of
reflector parameters is dien always difficult, although mis work has been done for years
for codes like me EdF neutron diffusion code COCCINELLE (/12/).

A typical configuration is presented in the following figure, consisting in a regular
mesh used to describe bom cote and reflector. The numerical diffusion calculation can be
very efficient on such a lattice, but the problem is to identify reflector assembly
parameters and to find their physical meaning.

Two-dimensional
regular lattice

lor diffusion equations

Reactive core assembly

(Fictitious) Reflector assembly



Analytical boundary conditions representation

The reflector described above acts like a boundary condition for diffusion
equations written on the reactive core. An other way to consider this reflector is then to
treat it really as a boundary condition for the reactive core. The problem is again to build
the parameters of boundary conditions. Some analytical albedo /3,7,9,11/ and response
matrix /8/ expressions have been developed, and used with some success to express the
effect of reflector on core. The advantage of analytical calculations is obvious for
numerical calculation time, and is also of some interest to treat some complex
dependences like boron effect But it requires usually simplified geometry (or simplifying
hypothesis on geometry) to allow effective analytical calculations. Moreover, boundary
parameters are expressed in tarns of homogenized parameters established for the reflector
domain, so these boundary parameters don't bypass the reflector homogenization
problem.

Transport calculations and non-local boundary conditions

The description of outer-core areas by boundary conditions is really interesting for
the quality of results and the speed of calculations, but the question of the physical
parameters used for the reflector is still remaining in the above description. A way to
avoid diffusion homogenization stage is to identify boundary conditions parameters by
transport calculations on real reflector geometry /2/. This method is very interesting to
treat complex reflector structure (baffle, water, vessels,...) and take it accurately into
account by response matrices calculated in transport theory. Boundary conditions are
considered as non-local, Le. the relations between normal currents and fluxes are non-
local on the boundary. However, it needs a lot of parameters to describe these non-local
boundary conditions, and still don't take into account in-core physical measurements.

Some remarks on the reflector parameters identification

To use the description of reflector as a diffusion area, parameters values for
reflector assemblies must be build. These parameters are usually obtained by
homogenization and equivalence procedures from transport calculations /Al. But to fit
calculations with respect to real in-core measurements, some reflector parameters can be
adjusted /67. We consider here the case of fictitious assemblies previously illustrated for
reflector, and adjustment is done only on the reflector description by trying to decrease
calculations-measurements differences. If the procedure is done in such a way that no
assumption is made about assemblies that could be adjusted, it is very interesting to notice
that the more important assemblies are situated Bear the core-reflector interface. Li the two
first circlets of fictitious reflector assemblies around the core, diffusion parameters (and
mainly first group diffusion coefficient Di and absorption coefficient J131) can strongly be
ckssged (some ten of percent) to fitin-core measurements.

Reflector "response" to tins parameters adjustment procedure shows mat diffusion
equations on the core are influenced only by reflector areas that are nearby the core. This
experimental result confirms the practical interest to treat reflector as a boundary condition
for the core.

2-DIFFUSION m THE REFLECTOR

Neutronic diffusion equations in the reflector

The considered domain is the reflector around the core, including baffle, water
areas and vessels. On mis domain are set multigroup diffusion equations describing the



neutrons density behaviour. The following two-groups equations, where the $ are
neutrons fluxes, Ae S are cross sections and the D are diffusion coefficients, are usually
used:

{ - d i v (D 1 £iaâ<h) + (2i+Sr)<|>i = 0
I- div (D 2 giad.^2) + Zz $2 = Sr $1

with appropriate boundary conditions, for example with given fluxes on the boundary
(Dirichlet conditions). No fission terms are appearing for the reflector, so there is no
eigenvalues/eigenvectors problem for the reflector considered alone.

For the rest of this paper, we will consider that the reflector is physically
homogeneous to simplify the ideas presentation. But all the results can have the same
expressions if the reflector is considered, for diffusion equations, as homogeneous by
areas (for example homogeneous per physical area like water or steel) or as a point-wise
physically described domain. We will also not discuss the validity of diffusion equations
for such physical materials. The goal is here to give a reflector representation consistent
with core diffusion equations and to get parameters by an identification procedure.

In this case of homogeneous domain, the previous two-group diffusion equations
can be transformed to show some interesting dimensionless parameters, that characterize
me physical behaviour of the diffusion solutions. A characteristic length L (diameter of
the core or averaged thickness of the physical reflector,...) and a reference flux (one for
each group or only one for the two, an average value for example) have to be introduced.
Three dimensionless parameters q can men be build, the squares of which aie :

The unknown fluxes will still be written $ in their dimensionless form (i.e. they
are the usual fluxes divided by the reference fluxes). Then the two dimensionless
neutromc diffusion equations are :

- A ^ 1 + qî <j> j = 0 on the domain

- A $ 2 + ql 4*2 = ql $ i on the domain

. (Jt1 et 4>2 given on the boundary of the domain

Non-locàl relations on domain boundary

We want here to describe the general non-local relations on domain boundary. The
previous domain describing the reflector is bounded and of finite dimension (two or
three, depending on the core physical modelization). For standard Poisson equation on
such homogeneous domain without sources, with Dirichlet boundary conditions w (or
Neumann g), there exits a relation on die boundary between unknowns and their normal
derivatives. The general Poisson equation, on die domain named £2 and its boundary d£2,
has me form:

J - A c + k2 9 = 0 in Q

1 = w on

with the unknown <p. The Dirichlet condition function w is considered to be in the
Sobolev space H^2OQ) (and the Neumann one g in H 1 ^ Q ) ) . To explicit boundary



relations, the functional solution space must be defined accordingly to the equation. The
solutions aie in the Sobolev space H1CQ). and its norm can be transformed as :

V <p e H1CQ), II ç II2 = f(IV<pl2 + k2l<pl2)dQ

where k must only be of sufficient regularity to give sense to norm expression and to
equation, and here will be considered as real and constant over the domain Q (in fact, if
the Poisson equation contains point-wise coefficients, Le. if diffusion equations present
point-wise dependant parameters, the norm has the same form but with weighted square
terms with these parameters). Then usual isometric properties between solutions spaces
of Dirichlet and Neumann problems leads to die existence of a "boundary "operator, the
Poincaré-Steklov one, Unking normal derivative and value of the solution on boundary.
This is a known operator for domain decomposition (see / 1 / for example). This operator
K acts between the two Sobolev spaces H1^dQ) and Br11HdCl), is linear, isometric, and
we have die following result :

If <p is the solution of a Poisson problem, without source, and
with Dirichlet boundary conditions w, then :

This is a non-local operator relation on the boundary dCL The value of the normal
derivative (dq/dn) of the solution, at the point x of 3Q, depends on values of this solution
on the whole boundary 9Q. We can also notice that the operator K depends only on the
domain Q. and on the k coefficient describing physical properties of the domain in the
equation. The solution behaviour on boundary is then entirely characterized by this
operator K.

We apply men this result to two-group diffusion equations in their dimensionless
form. For the first group equation, there exist an operator Ki on the reflector domain
boundary mat allows to write:

-=K1C(JJ1) on the boundary.

The K1 operator is depending on the reflector domain and on parameter qj only.

For the second group equation, the solving is divided in two parts, one for
homogeneous equation (Le. without the second member involving the first group solution
: -Afc+qf fe=O) and one for particular solution, the two solutions are respectively written
down as ^28 and fep- Their sum is the solution of the complete second group diffusion
equation. For homogeneous part of the problem, it can be written the same relation than
for the first group :

L = K 2 ( $ 2 H ) on the boundary.

A possible particular solution of second group equation is the following one :
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The K2 operator is linear and then we have, on the boundary :

= | l [K1 - K2]C(JJi) + K2(^2) on the boundary.

Using the neutronic Rck law (with dimensionless quantities) with i = 1,2 for the
two energy groups and with the outer boundary normal vector n, we get two operators
that express the links between the normal currents and Ae fluxes:

with i = 1,2 for the two energy groups and with the outer boundary normal vector n.
Then, on the reflector domain boundary :

L-S. = - 17K1OJJ1)

L-S. = - [fi ^ f [K1-K2]] (IjI1) - [^f K2] (<j>2)

This is also the usual form of the relations when physical parameters of equations
are not constant over the reflector domain, Le. when the two terms of the H'(Q) norm are
weighted with physical positive coefficients of diffusion equations. This is the interesting
aspect of these operators those are giving the general relation form between normal
currents and neutronic fluxes on the boundary for the general diffusion description of
neutrons. It is remarkable that these results don't need any assumptions concerning fluxes
properties (such as separability in x, y variables in two dimensions for example), and
only requires that the domain boundary doesn't present "too irregular" points (such as
tnrmng back points in two dimensions). These explicit expressions can also be obtained
for more man two energy groups. If there is no up-scattering, neutronic currents depend
only on fluxes of higher energy, and then global operator relations are triangular.
Relations can take a matricial operator form if equations are coupled by up-scattering.
Finally, if the operators are known, these expressions can be used as boundary
conditions for the diffusion problem over the core only. The next section will give some
indications to identify the numerical discrete form of the operators.

Poîncaré-Steklov operators, Green's functions and Response
matrices

Some previous works on the reflector have been mentioned in first section. These
works are mainly using Green's functions or response matrices (that can be expressed
from Green's functions). The analytical solutions of diffusion equations on particular
domains (one dimensional, radialy symmetric circlets, two dimensional on particular
geometry's) give some explicit expressions of the three operators [-D1K1ZL], [-D2K2ZL],
[-UD1[K1-K2IZL]. It is interesting to notice that the triangular form of the two-groups
Tslafvwi Ir-1- — "* ^ * —- i;.t_?_ M3 1 1 j ^ _ i* _ _ ^1. _

preser p y g p
analytical calculations. Ih fact, Green's functions can be seen as other forms expressing
the sawn» frnnfrmenfai Tpiatiom man the Poincaié-SieHov operators- The interest of these
operators relations is to give the functional forms and properties in the most general case
of difihaon equations over the reflector.
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3-NUMERICAL MODELS

Some Green's functions ideas aie here used to show local properties of diffusion
equations solutions and to get a view of Oe main effects scales in reflector area. This
scaled conception of Ae reflector behaviour will then be tied to operators relations to build
some numerical models for core diffusion boundary conditions.

Multiscaled representation at the reflector boundary

To look at the neutronic fluxes behaviour at core-reflector interface, solutions of
the two group diffusion equations can be numerically obtained on two dimensional
geometry of reflector. To follow usual calculations, the reflector domain is considered as
homogeneous. This avoids the problem to obtain fine diffusion equations parameters over
the area and allows some simple interpretations of numerical results. Moreover, this
assumption is really interesting to get the geometry influence, Le. die physical part of the
fluxes behaviour mat is only due to two dimensional effects for example.

We look here at a quarter-core reflector domain in 2D, and Dirichlet boundary
conditions on fluxes will be 1 on a ("little") boundary area and O elsewhere. The
continuous limit of this numerical approximation is a Dirac distribution on boundary, and
diffusion solutions exist if the boundary is not "too irregular" (that is the case of real core-
reflector interface). The geometrical localization of the boundary value of 1 is denoted as
"Dirac position" in figure:

. _ ,-Outer vessel
R e f l e c t o r a r e a | ^ /

Core-reflector
interface

Dirac position -"£

The example is done with the particular boundary condition on the first group
flux, and zero everywhere on die boundary for the second group flux. Solutions
behaviour is then related to only two operators on boundary, [-D1K1/L] between Ii .n
and *i, and [-UDi[Ki-Kq]IL] between J2-B. and ̂ 1. Hux solutions (dimensionless) are
calculated over me domain by a classical finite difference scheme and their shapes are
given on following figures :
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Fast flux Thermal flux

The inieiest of these figures is to show the limited influence of a local perturbation
on nie boundary. Moreover, no influence of more than one percent of the maximum value
of me flux can be found after a typical distance of 1,5 assembly length from the disturbed
point. This result is known for usual FWR calculations and Green functions use. Tries
with other boundary conditions (Le. with the 1 value located on other points of the
boundary) give always about the same shape of solutions, with some different two
<timp3isir»nal effects for corners coining in or coming out. Finally, normal currents can be
rairniaiwd and men some of the numerical values of relations between normal currents and
Soxes are expressed. Despite the numerical dependence of the continuous relation
approximation, we get by this way the same order of values than with other methods like
analytical coefficients.

Other results, such as calculations with other boundary type conditions (one on a
whole corner and zero elsewhere for example), or diffusion calculations with entirely
homogeneous core, lead then to some interesting multiscaled behaviour of the core. The
previous results iiyfîçjHf a local perturbation scale of dimension of an assembly length
order, the other interesting dimensions being for example the quarter of core and the
eighth of core. These are me three main scales that seems to be interesting for the usual
reflector boundary representation.

Multiscaled models of reflector boundary conditions

Our interest is now to build a numerical expression of continuous operators
relations on the core-reflector interface, to use it as boundary conditions for core diffusion
equations. The numerical approximation of relations is not easy to do because of the
expressed global dependence. Moreover, parameters models have to be easy to identify in
respect to in-core measurements. The multiscaled representation is men interesting to
elaborate a model with some physical meaning and without too mzny parameters.

The idea is to disconnect the representation of non-local relations and of physical
parameters changes on the boundary of the core. The models that will be explained are
only some possible ones to discretize the operators relations.
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The changes of physical parameters will be conducted by some functions
representing the scaled behaviour. Physical parameters are given at some points on the
boundary and sine interpolations are made between them. The sine functions are a useful
way to express the scale dependence as a Fourier decomposition of operators on
boundary. In fact, analytical resolution of !he two-groups diffusion equations on a circlet,
with boundary conditions expressed as Fourier series on the angle, leads to operator
forms involving each frequency in the same way than for the one-dimensional analytical
solutions, Le. the triangular operator relations can be express for each frequency alone.
More precisely, we consider a local one dimensional condition for the two groups at each
quarter core points (with R1, R2, R21 real physical values) :

Ï-ÎL = R21 * i + R2 T2

in the following four points on the boundary :

: : :

L

g • 1 • •

4 points for
• boundary
conditions

and an interpolation form of the following form on the boundary considered as one
dimensional domain (for the two dimensional diffusion problem on the core), as qi for
example:

Physical
value (cm-1)

0.2

1000
Arc lenghth on core

boundary (cm)

Assembly mode Quarter core mode

The eighth of core mode is not represented here. This three modes allow to take
into account the main part of Ae two dimensional effects due to the geometrical and
physical configuration of the reflector.

The second effect to take into account is the non-local relation. This part of the
model is still in development, but the first results are very interesting and will be further
presented. This is done by using an decreasing exponential function, introduced in the
standard finite volumes/finite differences schemes, and centred on the numerical point
where is written the operator relation. Then the integration of these relation gives the
parameter that couples the two numerical approximation point. The non-local behaviour is
parametrized by only few quantities, easy to adjust.
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Comparing first results of this method with standard fictitious assemblies reflector
modelizatioa, we found mat this new modelization can take into account two-dimensional
effects on symmetrical cores in die same way than the previous representation of the
reflector as a diffusion area. Moreover, the fine tuning of only physical parameters and
mode amplitudes allow to find the same neutronic solutions man with the previous model
(less than 1 % of error on the reactivity and on power per assemblies). This comparison
indicates mat the new model can represent core behaviour of neutron densities described
with fictitious reflector assemblies. On the other hand, it is obvious that a lot of analytical
reflector modelizations, such as the one d"""""*"! ones, can be easily represented in the
framework of this multiscaled reflector model.

We need now to identify the parameters (physical ones, modes amplitudes,...)
from measurements by using an adjustment procedure. The procedure is using a classical
formulation of die problem by Lagrangian, to minimi»» differences between calculations
and measurements. The nuclear core description is done by two-group eigenvalues-
eigenvectors diffusion equations on the core, with boundary conditions expressed with
the discrete form of Pomcaré-Steklov operators. Then using some usual measures (norm
measures) of these differences, the gradient of the measure with respect to all the
parameters can be expressed and used by classical optimization methods, such as the
gradient method for example.

CONCLUSION

Some previous works on core-reflector interface have been presented to introduce
the boundary representation of reflector with Poincaré-Steklov operators. The first
interesting aspect of these operators is to give the existence of a relation between fluxes
and currents on boundary only. Moreover, this form can be considered for the more
general neutronic description case of the core. This result is useful to elaborate the
discrete form of boundary conditions for the core. The interesting point of this discrete
approximation is the multiscaling approach that allows to treat geometrical interface
aspects as uncoupled, per scale. Fine and more comparisons are still on works. The first
results indicate mat mis model can at least represent the same physical aspects than
previous caTcrilatwms with other reflector models.
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